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Nau mai, haere mai,
Jo Dobson — September 30th, 2021

Spring has sprung!
And currently it is very spring like...warm, cold, wet, sunny, windy.... however with all of that comes blossom, daffodils, lambs
and baby goats (which we are lucky enough to visit!!)
It is great to have everyone settled back in at preschool, thank you again for working with us as we observe our Level 2
protocols.
**********
As always, we continue with some exciting developments here at Preschool.
Currently we are patiently waiting for our new grass to grow in Atawhai and the old Puawai space.

New Grass — Image by: Swannanoa Preschool
We are also nearing the completion of our new bike track in Puawai and Whakanui - our tamariki can't wait to get on it!!
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New Bike Track — Image by: Swannanoa Preschool
**********
As you may know we held a Quiz night last term and what a great night it was!
We raised $1,609 (amazing!!) which we are going to put towards some new bikes throughout the centre to the benefit of all :)
Thanks to everyone for your support of our fundraising initiatives.
**********
Discover - our new Student Management System, thank you all for your patience while we get up and running with this new
system - no major hiccups....yet!!
Huge THANK YOU to Lorraine for her massive mahi with this, certainly couldn't do this without her!
You may have noticed the last couple of emails have been individually addressed to you - this is a new feature within our ability
to 'bulk communicate' so you will see this more often.
**********
Suggestions
If you have any suggestions or ideas for us here at Preschool we would love to hear them, we are a community based, not-forprofit Preschool - everything we do is for our tamariki, whānau, staff and community!
**********
Facebook:
Do you follow us on Facebook? A great place to keep an eye on updates and visitors. You will also be seeing regular posts of the
amazing learning that happens here at Preschool.
**********
We currently have VERY limited spaces available. If you are thinking you would like extra days please let me know so I can plan
accordingly, spaces for Atawhai and Manaaki will be available in the New Year.
We do currently have spaces in Whakanui for our Under 1's.
In Whakanui we have a teacher for every 2 children in the most beautiful environment.
Feel free to pop in and have a chat :)
**********
I am in the office Monday to Thursday, you are welcome to drop in and see me at anytime.
Nga mihi nui
Jo Dobson
Centre Manager
Whangia ka tupu, ka puawai,
That which is nurtured, blossoms and grows
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Manaaki News

Penny Coulthard — September 30th, 2021

It is so lovely to be back at Preschool after the latest lockdown. We are glad we could stay in touch through
seesaw and share mat times and ideas with you. We enjoyed seeing the photos of what many of you were up
to doing this time.
Since being back at Preschool, we have been enjoying reconnecting with our friends and having lots of fun. With the change of
season from Autumn to Spring, it sees us enjoying planting lots of different seed vegetables with Fiona. We are looking forward
to these growing and then being planted into the garden – we wonder if the tamariki can remember what seeds have been
planted?
The tamariki continue to enjoy being part of our mat/group times and being actively involved, as they recognise how their
contribution and participation is valued and important. To further support tamariki appreciating that their contributions at
mat/groups is valued we have set our group planning for the remainder of the year around this – that all opportunities for
learning are equitable, and each tamaiti’s contribution is valued. You can see ways in which we have been growing this on our
planning board in the classroom.
Some of the mat/group time experiences we have been enjoying are:
Kiwi – singing familiar songs – roll the ball to you, 5 cup cakes, 5 little monkeys.
Movement – jack in the box, bean bag song, parachute
Tui – participating in co-operative games (alphabet bingo, shake and reveal cards) going on name hunts, making discoveries
through our senses (touch, smell, hear)
Moa - listening to stories and creating art about the story, learning about our senses, learning our mihi’s
And much more.
With the warmer weather upon us, we are reminding everyone that we will be applying sunblock on the hot days during the
morning. We currently use Nivea sunblock. If you would like us to apply your own sunblock, please bring a named container for
us to keep at Preschool. Please also pop in a named sun hat for these days.
We would like to extend a warm welcome to our new tamariki and families. It is super having you all in Manaaki. Please feel free
at any time to speak with kaiako, if you have any questions, concerns or would just like a chat. Please remember you are also
welcome to spend time with us.
Manaaki Team
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Atawhai News

Chauntelle Evans — September 30th, 2021

Welcome back to everyone after an unexpected break away for a few weeks! It’s been so nice to see all your
smiley faces again and to hear about the adventures which you got up to while you were at home. We have
also welcomed a number of new families into Atawhai recently, it is lovely getting to know you all!
You will have noticed that we are getting new grass – now we get to wait and watch it begin to grow, which with the weather
beginning to warm up could be soon! How nice will that be to have some plush grass to play on in Summer.
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Before lockdown we were beginning to look at animals; partiuclarly animals on the farm as there had been lots of talk about
baby lambs and calves. Now that we are back we have also been talking about the flowers beginning to bloom, the blossoms,
and the daffodils – so have encompassed all of this to have a focus around Spring.
Our group planning is all about relationships – whanaungatanga, and we will carry this through to term 4 as well. Relationships
are key to what we do, and to what we support the children in developing, as part of that we have been sharing more about
ourselves – we hope you enjoyed the games we played during lockdown!
Spring can be infamous for changeable weather – hot, cold, windy, rainy, all sorts! So it is a good idea to make sure your children
have named clothes with them to suit; we will be sunblocking and wearing hats outside next term, however the mornings can
still be a little chilly so a good idea to have warm jumpers and jackets too.
Before you know it Christmas will be here - this year seems to just be flying by very quickly! If you ever have any questions or
concerns, or would just like to have a chat then we are always available for that.
From Team Atawhai.
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Whakanui & Puawai News
Sam Fowler — September 30th, 2021

What a whirlwind of a few months it has been! But as you can see; Together is a wonderful place to be!
Tamariki are busy settling back into routine and we can see the strengths in the relationships we build with you all have held
strong across our recent absence.
We have had many conversations amongst ourselves as to how much the tamariki are enjoying refamiliarizing themselves with
the environment and directing their own learning.
It has been a priority for us as always to be:
-Present, Responsive, Available, and to continue to create a space that encourages confidence, independence and fun, reciprocal
relationships.

Image by: Swannanoa Preschool
The tone of environment stems from one important focus ‘Time’
Time to observe, time to respond, and time to enjoy each other’s company.
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With this in mind we have been providing a wide range of experience that we know bring us together and the tamariki really
enjoy:
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Messy Play! This is not only fun but provides sensory exploration, confidence alongside others and the ability to investigate
ideas such as cause and affect
Group Times! Spontaneous or not these always draw us together and allow for extension of oral language, understanding of
rhythm and rhyme, and again coming together and understanding what it means to be part of a group
Outdoor Exploration! How can you not with our incredible natural environment! Observing children exploring outside is one of
our favourite things to do, watching them discover the natural world and each other in a calm, open ended environment
encourages risk taking and empowers their sense of self.
As always, its such a great feeling seeing all of your faces and reconnecting with you.
Kaiako have spent their time in lockdown thinking about your child and how we can best support, encourage and challenge
them to grow as capable and confident explorers. Please share your visions and aspirations for their learning with us as often as
you can as this guides our practices and helps set the tone for our environment.
Bring on the warmer weather and more time together
Keep Warm Whanau
See you all soon!
He waka eke noa - We are all in this together
Whakanui and Puawai Kaiako
Ngā mihi nui,
The Whakanui & Puawai teams
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Our Library

Jess Heidmann — September 30th, 2021

Understanding Oral Language - Reo Waha
Oral language encompasses any method of communication the child first uses as a first language. This includes NZSL and
alternative communication technologies.
Oral language is important for children to develop competence in and understanding of language.
Oral language is essential for:
Communication - oral language helps children to share with others what they feel and think and to understand how others feel
and think.
Learning - oral language helps children learn about other people and the world.
Wellbeing - oral language helps children manage their emotions and their behaviour.
Identity and Belonging - oral language connects children to their culture.
Literacy and Educational Achievement - 'Reading and Writing Float on a Sea of Talk' this means that oral language in early
childhood is the foundation for literacy learning and achievement in school and kura (P41 Communication mana reo Te Whariki)
The areas that make up communication are Speech, Social Interactions, Emergent Literacy and Language.
Check out the information board outside the library for more information on Oral Language.
(Talking Together/Te Korerorero Ministry of Education)
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